آز ﻮن ﮫﺎرم زﺑﺎن
ﺳﻄﺢ اول ﻟﻐﺎت و درس ﺷﺸﻢ

1- He was ………….. of being a demagogue because he made promises that aroused futile hopes in his

listeners.
1) accompanied

2) accused

3) prohibited

4) justified

2- After considering the effect of alcohol on his athletic performance, he decided to ………….. from

drinking while he trained for the race.
1) abstain
2) reprimand

3) abscond

4) reprove

3- We tried to ………….. him to give up smoking, but he was obstinate and refused to change.

1) salvage

2) dispute

3) pursue

4) persuade

4- The tenants decided to withhold a portion of the rent until the landlord kept his promise to

………….. the building.
1) renovate
2) collapse

3) collaborate

4) amplify

5- The pitched roof of each shelter was 2.2 m above ground level at its ………….. and 1.5 m high along

the sides and ends.
1) apex

2) nadir

3) cross-section

4) segment

6- This information may be used as ………….. evidence but is not sufficient by itself to prove your

argument.
1) subsidiary

2) accessory

3) crucial

4) supplementary

7- She disapproved of her son's indiscriminate television viewing and decided to ………….. him to

educational programs.
1) amend
2) intervene

3) restrict

4) implement

8- Since graduating from medical school, the two doctors have take ………….. paths, one going on to

become a nationally prominent surgeon, the other dedicating himself to a small family practice in
his home town
1) vast
2) divergent
3) coherent
4) marginal
9- Convinced that Emma thought she was better than anyone else in the class, Ed rebuked her for her

………….. .
1) dominant

2) arrogance

3) potent

4) impartial

10-Though Jack was emotionally ………….. , his cognitive development was admirable; he was very

advanced intellectually.
1) implausible
2) imprudent

3) importunate

4) immature

